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Abstract. Protons and heavy ion particles are considered to be ideal particles for use in external beam radiotherapy due to superior properties of the dose distribution that results when these particles are incident externally and due to their relative biological effectiveness. While significant research has been performed into the properties and physical dose characteristics of heavy ions, the nuclear reactions (direct and fragmentation) undergone by He$^2$, C$^{12}$ and Ne$^{20}$ nuclei used in radiotherapy in materials other than water is still largely unexplored. In the current project, input code was developed for the Monte Carlo toolkit Geant 4 version 9.3 to simulate the transport of several mono-energetic heavy ions through water. The relative dose contributions from secondary particles and nuclear fragments originating from the primary particles were investigated for each ion in both water and dense bone (ICRU) media. The results indicated that the relative contribution to the total physical dose from nuclear fragments increased with both increasing particle mass and with increasing medium density. In the case of 150 MeV protons, secondary particles were shown to contribute less than 0.5% of the peak dose and as high as 25% when using 10570 MeV neon ions in bone. When water was substituted for a bone medium, the contributions from fragments increased by more than 6% for C$^{12}$ and Ne$^{20}$.

1 Introduction

It has been demonstrated that the use of protons and heavy ions for the treatment of cancer results in relatively large doses being administered to the tumour region while minimising the damage of healthy tissue surrounding it. This effect is enhanced by the higher relative biological effectiveness of heavy ions at low energies (high linear energy transfer). As a result the relative dose in the region of healthy tissue surrounding the tumour region can be minimised by lowering the physical dose to the target region while still achieving the same level of biological damage due to the higher RBE [1].

In this paper we demonstrate that as much as 25% of the total physical dose when using heavy ions originates from secondary particles produced in nuclear interactions between the primary ion beam and the medium in which it is propagating. Common secondary particles formed when using a primary proton beam are: alpha particles, helium-3 nuclei, neutrons and deuterons [2]. In the case of protons, the contribution from secondary particles only becomes significant beyond the distal edge of the Bragg peak. When using more massive and energetic heavy ions, the contribution from secondary particles is significant even within the plateau region of the heavy ion dose distribution. Low mass fragments produced in nuclear reactions may gain a large fraction of the primary particles energy enabling them to travel beyond the Bragg peak depositing their energy in this region.

2 Methods and Materials

In the current work, the Monte Carlo toolkit “Geant 4” was used to simulate the formation and transport of fragments produced through fragmentation reactions and their contributions to the total physical dose were analysed before and after the Bragg peak.

This research was performed using Geant 4 Version 9.3. The input code (physics list) was developed during the current research to enable protons and heavy ions to be used as primary particles. The physics list was also designed to simulate appropriate physical interactions for all common secondary particles. The Binary Cascade model was used and tested as the nuclear interaction model for both proton and heavy ions [3]. Simulated measurements were made using the G4ScoringMesh class and a rectangular detector was used with a voxel size of 0.16 cm (slice thickness in direction of z-axis) unless otherwise specified.

The primary particles (mono-energetic pencil beam) were then fired into the 10 x 10 x 50 cm$^3$ water and bone phantom at the edge of the phantom. The region surrounding the water phantom was a vacuum. Energies of each of the primary particles were chosen to give a Bragg peak at the same depth as the 150 MeV Proton...
Beam. For protons of this energy, hadronic interactions become significant in comparison to ionisation energy losses. At this energy, protons have maximum range of approximately 15.8 cm in water. Hence, all other particle energies were chosen to produce a Bragg peak depth of approximately 16 cm in both water and bone media. The input code was configured in the first instance to fire protons and heavy ions into the water and bone media with the resultant physical dose in the phantom filtered by individual fragments. The filter was then modified to record the energy spectra of secondary neutrons in an attempt to determine the level of risk associated with neutron radiation originating from heavy ion radiation. The physical dose characteristics of each particle were compared in water and bone media as tumours are often treated adjacent to higher density materials in the body which may significantly alter the final dose profile of the beam.

The selection of primary ions used in these simulations spans the range of heavy ions used at present in hadron therapy (protons – neon). Neon has been shown to be the upper limit for heavy ions used in radiotherapy [4] as the physical dose distribution does not change significantly for ions with an atomic number greater than 10.

The statistical uncertainty due to the Monte Carlo process in the results was estimated using seven identical simulations in which 50,000 primary C12 ions were fired into a water medium. Each simulation was run using a different random number seed producing seven different yet similar results. The standard deviation between the results was calculated. The maximum uncertainty occurred at the Bragg peak with a maximum value of 1.4%.

Using the Geant 4 Monte Carlo Code, the contribution to the total dose in water from the primary heavy ion nuclei and nuclear fragments was measured for four primary ions: 150 MeV protons, 600 MeV alpha, 3500 MeV C12 and 7850 MeV Ne20.

3 Results

The contribution to the physical dose due to all fragments was first considered for the four ions. When 150 MeV protons were used, secondary particles produced in nuclear reactions contributed less than 0.5% of the maximum dose in the Bragg peak as illustrated in figure 1(a). Of all the secondary particles tracked in the simulation, the most significant secondary particles were alpha particles which contributed a maximum of 0.19% of the dose at the Bragg peak followed by secondary protons with 0.12%.

The simulation was repeated for alpha particles (figure 1(b)) of energy 600 MeV. Maximum recorded contributions from secondary particles and fragments were 2.5% of the maximum dose. When using alpha particles as the primary source, secondary protons were the most significant secondary particle contributing a maximum of 1.47% of the maximum dose in the Bragg peak. Beyond the distal edge of the Bragg peak, the physical dose contribution from secondary protons was recorded at depths beyond 18 cm to be two orders of magnitude larger than the primary alpha particles. This dose is still less than 0.5% of the dose in the Bragg peak and hence is still negligible compared with the dose in the plateau and Bragg peak region of the dose distribution.

Figure 1(c) shows fragmentation contributions to the total dose distribution originating from a 3500 MeV C12 beam. Using particles of these energies and masses results in the relative contribution from nuclear fragments becoming more significant. The maximum contribution from secondary particles was 12.5% and occurred just before the Bragg peak position at a depth of approximately 15.5 cm. The relatively large contribution from fragments produces a characteristic “tail” of dose beyond the distal edge of the Bragg peak where the relative dose of nuclear fragments to the primary C12 beam is approximately three orders of magnitude larger. These contributions are now significant beyond the Bragg peak with the dose due to fragments still as large as 8.3% beyond the distal edge of the Bragg peak.

The last type of ions investigated were 7850 MeV Ne20 ions. Figure 1(d) shows the contributions from secondary particles and fragments originating from the primary 7850 MeV neon source. The contribution from fragments increased to approximately 17.5% at a depth of 15.5 cm. Beyond the Bragg peak, the relative dose of
fragments to the primary neon beam was up to 5 times that present in the previous simulation with carbon. Fragment contribution remained as high as 13% of the maximum dose beyond the distal edge of the Bragg peak.

When using 3500 MeV $^{12}$C$^+$ ions, analysis into individual fragments showed that $^{12}$C$^+$ and $^{10}$B$^+$ were the most significant nuclear fragments contributing up to 6% of the maximum dose. Such fragments would be formed when one or two outer orbital nucleons were removed in a stripping reaction of the primary $^{12}$C nucleus and the target nuclei in the water medium. More complex fragmentation reactions resulted in the next most significant fragments which were isotopes of Boron contributing 4% of the maximum dose. This indicates that only a small number of nucleons are removed from the primary nucleus in such reactions. These results are consistent with the results obtained in [5].

Table 1. Example of common (a) and an extreme case (b) of fragmentation. Reactions observed in Geant4 simulation.

$$p + ^{16}O \rightarrow ^{12}C + \alpha + p$$
$$^6C + ^{12}C \rightarrow 4n + 3p + ^2H + ^3He$$

When using a 3500 MeV $^{12}$C$^+$ beam, the most significant nuclear fragments are other isotopes of carbon and boron isotopes contributing 6% and 4% of the maximum Bragg peak dose respectively. However, beyond the Bragg peak at depths of up to 30 cm (15 cm beyond the Bragg peak) isotopes of hydrogen and helium (including secondary protons, deuterons, tritons and alpha particles) produce a physical dose of over 1% of the Bragg peak dose in this region. This is the origin of the dose “tail” present in the dose distribution of heavier ions. With carbon and alpha particles typically having RBE values of ten [6] or greater and four respectively there is potential for inaccurate dose distribution in a patient undergoing carbon radiotherapy.

When using 7850 MeV neon ions in water, the proportion of more massive fragments produced in set reactions has increased. The highest contributing fragments are oxygen, neon and fluorine each contributing 4.1%, 4.0% and 3.5% of the maximum dose respectively.

When using primary neon ions of such energies, before the Bragg peak, the most common reactions are ones in which the primary neon ion loses only one to four of the nucleons in a collision leaving the original fragment with the majority of the initial energy. However, in such reactions, the individual nucleons or small nuclei produced at shallow depths carry a significant fraction of the initial energy of the primary neon ions enabling them to propagate well beyond the Bragg peak before coming to a complete stop. Hence, smaller isotopes such as hydrogen, helium, lithium and beryllium contribute most significantly to the dose beyond the Bragg peak (combined dose as large as 2.0% of the Bragg peak dose).

Protons with energies of approximately 200 MeV in a compact bone medium were first considered. The first change which resulted from the new medium was an increase in dose contribution from secondaries to 0.65% compared with less than 0.5% in water shown in figure 2. Again, the most significant secondary particles were alpha particles contributing 0.28% of the maximum dose. This indicates that for the purposes of external beam radiotherapy, the change in dose from secondary fragments resulting from nuclear interactions of protons with water (similarly soft tissue) and bone are insignificant.

In the case of alpha particles, the changes in the dose distribution were more significant. Total fragment contributions increased from 2.5 % in water to approximately 6 % in bone as shown in figure 2b). Similarly in bone, the most significant secondary particles were protons contributing a maximum of 2.8% to the maximum dose.

Fragment contribution increased when using $^{12}$C$^+$ ions in bone compared with water. Figure 2(c) illustrates that total contributions increased from 12.5% in water to 22% in bone. Largest contributions before the Bragg peak were from secondary carbon and boron ions contributing 8.2% and 5.5% respectively to the maximum dose. Secondary hydrogen and helium fragments contributed most strongly beyond the Bragg peak with contributions as high as 1.5% of the Bragg peak dose at depths of 30 cm (twice the depth of the Bragg peak).
bone neutron intensity increases by a factor of 2, 10, 20 and 30 for protons, alpha particles, carbon and neon in bone respectively compared with protons in water. These results indicate that treatment of a region containing dense bone material may result in adverse biological effects to tissue beyond this region due to the high level of neutron radiation.

### 4 Conclusion

Based on the results of the simulations above, it is apparent that both the density of the material, the type and initial energy of the heavy ion has a significant effect on the number of fragmentation reactions which occur and the overall contribution to the total physical dose.

The results also indicate that the largest fraction of fragmentation reactions result in a small number of nucleons (1-6 nucleons) from either the target or projectile nucleus being ejected in “abrasion” reactions [8] rather than the nucleus being obliterated. These processes produce low mass ions which carry large fractions of the original ion’s energy enabling them to propagate over twice the distance of the Bragg peak position. It has been confirmed [9] that this is the origin of the dose “tail” present beyond the distal edge of the Bragg peak when heavy ions are used. Consistently, the particles primarily responsible for the physical dose in this region were lighter ions such as secondary protons (and other hydrogen ions) and alpha particles. The significance of such a result is that when heavy ions are used to treat tumours adjacent to radiosensitive organs (i.e. the spinal cord), such organs will receive a relatively large physical dose (up to 10% of Bragg peak dose), which would otherwise be spared with the use of protons which do not undergo nuclear fragmentation.

The number of neutrons produced per primary ion was shown to increase with primary particle energy and charge and the density of the material in which it is propagating. Since a large fraction of the total number of secondary neutrons produced in hadronic interactions have energies corresponding to high RBE values (RBE of 20 at 1 MeV) there is a potential risk to the patient due to neutron radiation damage.

When we also consider that contributions from fragments increases with increasing primary particle mass and the RBE of the fragments is dependant on the atomic number of the secondary ions [10], carbon ions appear to be the optimal choice for use in heavy ion radiotherapy as this ion produces a relatively small distal dose compared with ions with Z>6 and the RBE at the Bragg peak is very high compared with Z<6.
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